
A straight line may not be the fastest way down wind.
Unlike most boats, a cat' is efficient enough to exceed windspeed. Cat's create their own apparent wind that
increases their initial speed. Sailing well downwind requires striking a good balance between angle and
speed. Just like sailing upwind, we need a window to work in. This time the upper limit of the window is
reaching. On this point of sail, boat speed will be highest but the angle to leeward will be worst. The lower
limit is when the wind is dead aft. Here the angle to leeward is best but speed is worst.
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The velocity-speed ratio kidney diagram above best shows graphically the relationship between the point
of sail, the angle of wind and the boat speed generated.

To work the window
1. Commence by sailing on a broadreach with the true wind over the rear corner of the cat.
2. Trim the sails accordingly so that the tell tales are flying correctly and cleat them off. The main traveler
    should be about 3/4 of the way down the traveller track.
3. Gently bear away and continue doing so until you hit the 'stalling point'. Here boat speed drop and the

sterns will sink. Sight a transit from this point and this is the lower limit of your working window.
4. Now head up and feel the cat accelerate as the airflow re-attaches itself to the sails.Get the cat roaring

along and this is the upper limit of the window, take another transit from this point.
5. Sail an 'S' course working inside the 'window'. Build up speedby steering gently toward the upper window.

As the boat pickups up speed, very gently bear away. Continue bearing down until you are approaching
the lower window, should the boat begin decelerating, level off your flight or just come up a bit.
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Initially you will over-steer the boat
and 'bounce' off each edge of the window.
As you progress you will be able to smooth
out the 'S' and finally end up steering a series
of nicely interconnected arcs while keeping the
telltales flowing and maintaining speed.
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